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In 1244 Alexander II and his council enacted an assize whereby the justiciar
of Lothian was to hold inquests in each sheriffdom within his bailiary in
order to find out those who had committed crimes. But it was provided
that this should not apply in Galloway, 'which has its own special laws'. 1
Eighty years later Robert I granted to the captains and men of Galloway
that in future when a Galwegian was accused of a crime he should have
a good and faithful assize and should not need to purge or acquit himself
'in accordance with the old laws of Galloway'; but these laws were still
to apply where the accusation was against one of the king's Galloway
sergeants or officers, or concerned with one of the four pleas of the Crown,
treason, or the killing of foreigners. 2 Despite this, the laws of Galloway
were still in use as late as 1384 when parliament agreed that they should
be preserved as against the provisions of a statute just enacted, which
provided that if a person accused in one sheriffdom should flee into another
then the first sheriff should write to the second who could then cite the
fugitive to appear before a court. 3
What were these laws of Galloway? So far as I know, this question had
never been fully answered, although there have been valuable studies of
what were undoubtedly vital elements of the laws - notably the articles
by George Neilson and W. C. Dickinson on surdit de sergaunt, and a
number of remarks on the same topic by Geoffrey Barrow in the course
of more general works. 4 This essay is not an attempt at a definitive study
but should be regarded as a report on work in progress on medieval
Galwegian law and customs with reference also to the neighbouring
province of Carrick, from where there is evidence for a virtually identical
system and form of society in the same period. It focuses in particular
on the subject of kenkynnol but also ventures a few remarks on other
aspects of the law in Galloway, the study of which seems worth pursuing
in more detail than has been done to date.
The word kenkynnol is found in a number of well known medieval
documents relating to Carrick. 5 It is a form of the Gaelic phrase ceann
cineail meaning 'head of the kindred', 6 but Professor Barrow has pointed
out that it is also cognate with the Welsh pencened/, which has precisely
the same meaning. 7 It is also found in documents coming from Scotland
north of the Forth, sometimes in the form 'kenkynie'. 8 The evidence that
kenkynnol was also a feature of the laws of Galloway is a single entry in
the Formulary E collection of royal writs printed by Professor Duncan,
a style ad constituendum capitaneos super leges Galwidie. 9 In translation
it reads:
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The king to all etc. Know that we have constituted X captain
(capitaneus) of all his kin (parente/a) or, of a certain kin, of which

by right and according to the customs of Galloway used hitherto he
ought to be captain. Wherefore we command all others who are of
the said kin that they submit to X their captain in everything just as
it was done according to the said laws and customs of all his kin.

The importance of the document is that it is a style used in the king's
chapel; in other words, it was not unusual for clerks of the chapel to have
to produce such a writ. In the reign of David II there are references which
probably illustrate the Formulary E style in use: appointments of Donald
Edgar as chief of the Clan MacGowin, of Gilbert Maclellan as chief of
the Clan Connan, and of Michael MacGorth as chief of the Kenelmen. 10
And there were many other clans, or kin groups, with captains in Galloway
and Carrick. For example, the 1282 inventory of the royal muniments
referred to an undertaking made to the king by the captains and freeholders
of Carrick. 11 The chief men of Clan Afren in Galloway submitted to
Edward I at Wigtown in 1296, 12 while various clans within Carrick
brought themselves under the captaincy of the Kennedies of Dunure at
different times in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries: the Muntercasduf,
the Makmaykanis, the Werichsach and possibly the Kynchaldiis. 13 The
treasurer's accounts of 1473 referred to a composition with 'MacDowele
for the resignacioune for the ... hed of kyne in the partis of Galwaye', 14
while in 1490 parliament considered certain customs 'usit be heedis of kin'
in Galloway and Carrick. 15 It seems likely that when the mid-thirteenthcentury English chronicler, Matthew Paris, wrote of the duces ac magistrates
of Galloway, he was referring to men who were the chiefs of their clans. 16
Presumably all these captains, chief men and heads of kin exercised the
rights of kenkynnol, whatever these may have been.
Our only direct clue, apart from the literal meaning of the word, as to
what kenkynnol involved lies in the phraseology of some charters and
confirmations giving it to the Kennedies of Dunure in Carrick. In 1372
Robert II issued three confirmations, all apparently in favour of John
Kennedy of Dunure. Only two of these need concern us here. By the first
he confirmed a confirmation of Alexander III, dated January 1275/6, of
the gift by Neil, earl of Carrick, to Roland (Lachlan) of Carrick and his
heirs, that he should be head of all his kindred both in calumpniis and
the other matters pertaining to kenkynnol, together with the office of bailie
of Carrick and the leadership (duccione) of the men of that district under
whomsoever should be the earl of Carrick. 17 Secondly, King Robert
confirmed the charter by which Earl Neil had made his grant to Roland,
the terms of the grant being exactly as outlined in King Alexander's
confirmation. 18 Earl Neil's charter must have been made before 1256, the
year of his death; probably it was occasioned by the requirement that the
head of a kin-group be male, while he himself had only female issue
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(Marjorie, who succeeded him as countess of Carrick in accordance with
the feudal rules of inheritance which had become the common law of
Scotland by the mid-thirteenth century). The verbal formula first used in
this document - to be the head of the kindred in ca/umpniis and all other
matters pertaining to the office - remained virtually unchanged in
subsequent grants of kenkynnol to the Kennedies up to 1455. 19
Additionally, the holding of weapon-showings is mentioned as a further
duty in some of the fifteenth-century grants.
Thus the only specific item in the early charters is the right to calumpniis.
What were they? Since Lord Hailes in the eighteenth century, historians
seem to have thought that this meant the taking of calps. 2° Calp in
Galloway was a form of the tribute-render which Sir John Skene described
as follows at the end of the sixteenth century: 21
Calpes in Galloway and Carrick signifies ane gift, sik as horse or other
thing, quhilk an man in his win lifetime and liege poustie gives to his
Maister, or to onie uther man that is greatest in power and authoritie,
and speciallie to the head and chiefe of the clann, for his maintenance
and protection ... (Skene then goes on to show his Edinburgh lawyer's
disapproval of this) ... like (he says) as for the samin effect and cause
sinderie personnis payis Black maill to thieves, or mainteners of thieves,
contrair the !awes of this realme.

Whatever one may think of calps, I am not convinced that this is what
we should understand by calumpniis in the kenkynno/ documents. The word
calumpnia means 'charge', accusation' and its primary use in medieval
Scotland was in a legal context to describe what was done by somebody
commencing a litigation - the complaint against the defender, or, in a
criminal context, the charge against the accused person.
Discussion of charges and accusations in the south-west of Scotland
brings to mind another important feature of that area's legal history, the
surdit de sergaunt or superdictum servientium. There is much thirteenthand fourteenth-century evidence that in Galloway and Carrick there existed
a class of functionaries called sergeants, whose role was basically policing
the countryside. Their policing function consisted in the finding and
accusing of criminals. The evidence of a royal charter of 1364 granting
Terregles on the borders of the Stewartry and Dumfriesshire to John Herries
suggests that they also had powers to carry out summary justice - that
is, they could execute robbers taken red-handed. Otherwise, the accusation
of the sergeant laid upon the accused the burden of proving his innocence
of the crime. Hence the surdit (French) or superdictum, the 'saying upon'
somebody, the accusation. They seem to have operated in small groups
and to have travelled widely, perhaps on some kind of circuit, and not to
have been confined in their operations by territorially-defined jurisdictions
like baronies. They had a right to claim one night's hospitality wherever
they happened to be, to sustain them in this role; this privilege was termed
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sorryn et fritha/os, Gaelic words meaning 'quartering and attendance'. 22
In all this there is a clear parallel with the serjeants of the peace still to
be found in Wales and northern England in the thirteenth century. 23 It is
clear that when Archibald Douglas, lord of Galloway, obtained exemption
of his lordship from the act of 1384 about the pursuit of fugitive criminals,
parliament agreed to it because in Galloway there already existed a system
which could ignore jurisdictional frontiers.
There is no doubt that these sergeants held office under the control of
some lord. Thus, in 1225 the earl of Carrick agreed that the clergy in his
earldom should not be liable to give hospitality to his sergeants (who, we
are told, are also called kethres). 24 In 1285 Robert Bruce, as earl of
Carrick by· virtue of his marriage with Countess Marjorie, exempted the
Carrick tenants of Melrose Abbey from the superdictu or accusation 'of
our sergeants'. 25 In 1305 the community of Galloway explained to the
conquering Edward I of England that the barons and great lords were using
the strange and tortious custom called surdit de sergaunt to the grievance
of the land. 26 We can see therefore that the lords had control of these
sergeants; further, we can see that the earl of Carrick in particular had,
in addition to kenkynnol prior to 1256, sergeants with accusatorial powers.
It is the powers of these sergeants which I suggest are indicated by the
ca/umpniis of the kenkynnol charters.
It is important to note that the sergeant's charge compelled the accused
to clear himself by compurgation at the period with which we are principally
concerned, perhaps by battle as an alternative earlier on. Compurgation .
meant getting a number of people to swear one's innocence. Probably this
took place in the court of the lord; certainly the failure to clear oneself
would mean at the very least some sort of fine to the lord, as the 1285
Bruce charter suggests. 27 Out with Galloway from the mid-thirteenth
century onwards, criminal actions were increasingly made only on private
appeals or by presentment and indictment by a jury (it is this which is
referred to in the assize of 1244 mentioned at the beginning of this paper).
Elsewhere in Scotland, of course, a person indicted of a crime by the jury
of presentment would then have his guilt or innocence determined by an
assize or visnet, but a Galwegian had apparently to make a special request
for this prior to 1324. 28 In that year, as we have seen, Robert I granted
to the captains and men of Galloway that, subject to certain exceptions,
anyone accused by a sergeant might have a good and faithful assize rather
than being required to purge himself under the old laws of Galloway. 29
Neilson appears to misunderstand this grant as introducing the jury of
presentment to Galloway, 30 but it seems clearly to preserve the accusatory
role of the sergeant and to be only an attempt to offer the assize to the
accused as an alternative to compurgation. Sergeants could therefore
continue to be a significant source of income for the lords in the south134

west after 1324, and there is no sign of their being formally abolished at
any stage in the fourteenth or fifteenth centuries.
It is obvious that many south-western lords apart from the earls of
Carrick had sergeants with the power to force people to clear themselves
of criminal charges and the right to claim hospitality; and it is likely that
many of these lords also claimed kenkynnol within their kindred groups.
I would argue that sergeants were one of the means by which a kenkynnol
fulfilled his obligation to protect the members of his kindred, assisting them
in the righting of wrongs against them. It may be the fact that the sergeants
exercised jurisdiction on a kin rather than on a territorial basis that explains
the 'assize of Galloway' enacted by William I and referred to in his brieve
in favour of Melrose Abbey; it provided that the lords of Galloway were
to assist in the pursuit of thieves. 31 The Melrose brieve suggests that the
aim of the assize was the integration of outside settlers like the monks and
their men into the kin-based system in Galloway. This may also explain
some of the later complaints against the sergeants; claiming criminals
wherever they might be for the court of the kenkynnol might have trespassed
on other jurisdictional claims based on territorial rather than kindred rights.
This is surely what lies behind the Melrose exemption from the Carrick
sergeants in 1265: the abbey wanted to justice it own tenants. 32 Similarly,
the Terregles charter laid great stress on baronial freedom from outside
interference. 33
All this suggests that the kenkynnol and his sergeants played an
important role in the blood-feud and the system of compositions between
kin-groups for homicides and other injuries, which probably survived into
the later medieval period in Galloway or elsewhere in Celtic Britain. 34 It
has also been argued that the text known as the Leg es inter Brettos et
Scotos is a written version of the composition tariffs used in Galloway
because it employs a curiously mixed terminology to describe different types
of compensation payment. The words used include cro, galanas and
gelchach or kelchin, which are found variously in Irish and Welsh sources
as terms for compensation payments; this combination of different
linguistic traditions reflects, it is said, the racial mixture existing in medieval
Galloway. 35 But other views are possible. Professor Jackson believes that
the text was produced at the end of the eleventh century as part of the
integration of Strathclyde within the kingdom of the Scots and that this
explains its multi-lingual character; 36 this would also suggest that it
formed part of the general law of Scotland. Further, the text found its way
into the treatise Regiam Majestatem. 37 If we accept that it formed part of
the original Regiam Majestatem and that the Regiam was an attempt to
set out the general Scots law (and it must be admitted that these are both
debateable points), 38 then it is difficult to see why the compiler chose to
incorporate into such a work a text with a purely provincial application.
Moreover, the words cro and ga/anas turn up in another chapter of
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Regiam, 39 suggesting that these were terms known as part of the general
law. On the other hand, the text is found on its own and in French in the
thirteenth-century Berne MS, where it follows immediately after three
chapters all relating to Galloway, possibly indicating a Galwegian
connection. 40 On the whole question, therefore, the verdict must be one
of Not Proven.
A few other points about the nature of the kenkynnol's lordship may
be made. The giving of ca/ps was of course an important recognition of
the lordship of the head of the kin which at the same time imposed on
him the duty to provide protection to the giver; it survived in Galloway
and Carrick until 1490 at least, when parliament sought its abolition. 41
Then it was described as a custom used by the heads of kin. Ca/ps can
be found elsewhere in the Celtic world, in Scotland north of the Forth and
in Ireland. 42 But its character differed in Galloway from northern
Scotl~nd, where calp was paid on the death of the client and took the form
of the best eighth of his goods and his gear or his best brindlebeast. In
this respect it was like the feudal due of hereze/d or heriot due from a
deceased tenant's estate to his lord and found in use throughout Scotland.
But the definition of Galwegian ca/ps given by Skene is clear that the
payment was made by the client 'in his awin lifetime'. This contrast may
wholly explain why only in Galloway and Carrick was it abolished in 1490
(it was 1617 before it received its quietus north of the Forth). 43 Here,
therefore, Galloway appears distinct from the rest of Scotland, and in
particular from Gaelic Scotland.
The other matters mentioned in the kenkynnol charters, apart from the
office itself (that is, the office of bailie of Carrick with the following of
the men of Carrick and the holding of weapon-showings), seem to bring
us back into line with the rest of Scotland. These tasks surely suggest the
duty of common army service owed to the king by the men of Carrick,
which is specifically mentioned in a charter of Robert Bruce as earl in
1302. 44 Such military service is found throughout Scotland and has prefeudal origins; it was the mormaer or toisech of each province who was
originally responsible for calling out his men, whose service was return
for his protection. 45 But this duty was not, I think, related to being
kenkynnol; it was a public task performed for the king involving all ablebodied men in the province, not merely the kin of the officer concerned.
Presumably there were similar obligations on the Galwegians who in the
twelfth century seem to have claimed the right to hold a special place in
the Scottish army. 46
Other officers who appear in Galloway and Carrick are apparently the
counterparts of ones found elsewhere in Celtic Scotland. There are several
references to judices in Galloway and Carrick, who no doubt functioned
much like the judices of the other provinces of Scotland, that is, as the
repositories of the traditional laws ap.d customs of the region. 47 If so,
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some of their recorded judgements in the twelfth century (for example,
on the burden of cain, a food render to the king found all over Scotland,
and on trial by combat) raise interesting questions about the relationship
between Galloway and the Scottish crown in the early medieval period and
about whether judicial duels were really a Norman innovation in Scotland,
as has usually been held. 48 In another case we find the judices of
Galloway sitting with the judices of Scotia in Edinburgh finding one
Gillespie Mahonegen liable to the king for failure to find hostages (possibly
cautioners for good behaviour). 49
The judgement about cain refers to 'mairs' as the executive officers
responsible for its collection in Galloway. Again, officers with this title
are found all over Scotland in fairly similar roles. 50 David Sellar in his
1985 O'Donnell lecture has drawn attention to the interesting note by Skene
in his 1609 edition of Regiam Majestatem, referring to a grant of the
officium serjandie comitatus de Carrik, quad officium Toschadorech
dicitur, vu/go ane mair of fee. 51 Were the mairs collecting cain in the
twelfth century simply the sergeants with the power to accuse of crime under
another name? The grant noted by Skene appears to be the same as one
entered in the indices to the Great Seal rolls of the fourteenth century; 52
there also survive in the Great Seal register two further grants of the office
of sergeant of the earldom of Carrick, registered in 1440 and 1450
respectively. 53 The reference to the officer as a toiseachdeor is made only
by Skene, who as Lord Clerk Register would have had access to the original
roll and was presumably quoting from it. 54 The office of the toiseachdeor
is one for which there is again evidence from many other parts of Scotland,
including Nithsdale, as well as in the Isle of Man. Part of their function
seems to have involved the pursuit of criminals. 55 No evidence for the
word toiseachdeor in Galloway has been unearthed as yet, but on the
information now available it seems that this is most likely accidental. We
may also note in this context reference in the Terregles charter to the king's
coroners and their sergeants, who had rights to 'ransel' and to arrest, 56
and another entry in the Great Seal indices recording a grant of the office
of coroner west of the Cree in the reign of David II. 57 Whether or not any
of these officers were known as toiseachdeors, it should not be forgotten
that in Carrick some were called kethres. 58
There is some evidence for the existence and late survival in Galloway
of customs relating to marriage, status and the rearing of children, which
were at variance with the norms of the Church as expressed in the canon
law. Again in this the Galloway evidence is consistent with that for the
rest of Celtic Scotland and also Ireland and Wales. 59 The disapproving
comment in Walter Daniel's Life of Ai/red, that in Galloway'... chastity
founders as often as lust wills and the pure is only so far removed from
a harlot that the more chaste will change their husbands every month and
a man will sell his wife for a heifer', 60 suggests the ready dissolubility of
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marriage in Galloway. One or two other pieces of evidence allow further
inferences about customs regarding status which were inconsistent with the
canon law. When Alan of Galloway died in 1234, he left three daughters,
who were legitimate under canon law rules, and a son, Thomas, who was
not. Perhaps Thomas was the son of a concubine; Galwegian recognition
of him as Alan's successor, which was still strong enough for Edward I
to seek to use it at the end of the thirteenth century, surely implies a relaxed
concept of legitimacy by comparison with that of canon law. 61 Another
practice disapproved by the Church was fosterage, 62 but there can be no
doubt that it occurred at the highest levels of society in both Galloway
and Carrick; there is mention of Gillechatfar, the foster brother
(collactaneus) of Uhtred, in the twelfth century, while Barbour's Brus refers
to the foster brother of Robert I several times. 63 Both Uhtred and Robert
must have spent much, if not all, of their childhood in foster homes. Finally,
a late source refers twice to fosterage amongst the Kennedies in the
fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries; 64 although the second story has
been correctly characterised as 'a tissue of untruths' from the historical
point of view, 65 the familiarity of the custom in the south west is evident.
This is also an appropriate point at which to quote in full A. 0.
Anderson's fine translation of Matthew Paris's colourful description of
the entry into blood-brotherhood by the chiefs and men of Galloway in
1235 when they rose in support of Thomas, the bastard son of Alan: 66
And that in attempting this they might more surely attain to their desire
they made an unheard-of covenant, inventing a kind of sorcery, in
accord nevertheless with a certain abominable custom of their ancient
forefathers. For all those barbarians, and their leaders and magistrates,
shed blood from the precordial vein into a large vessel by blood-letting;
and moreover stirred and mixed the blood after it was drawn; and
afterwards they offered it, mixed, to one another in turn, and drank
it as a sign that they were thenceforth bound in a hitherto indissoluble
and as it were consanguineal covenant, and united in good fortune
and ill even to the sacrifice of their lives.

While the tone of this passage reflects the biases of a self-perceived higher
civilisation, it may contain the essence of events and perhaps another aspect
of Galwegian custom.
The decline of the laws of Galloway is not a matter for which there is
any direct evidence. It has been suggested that the well-known statute of
1426, which provided that the king's laws were to prevail over 'particulare
lawis ... speciale privilegis (and) the lawis of uther cuntries and realmis',
was directed at the laws of Galloway but it seems more probable that if
there was any immediate occasion for the act, it was either a preliminary
to the attack on barratry which developed in the following years, or an
attempt to nullify the law of the Clan Macduff which might otherwise have
been used to benefit the adherents of the recently executed Murdoch
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Stewdrt, duke of Albany and earl of Fife.67 It also seems clear that
another statute enacted in 1504 in terms like those of 1426 was aimed at
Celtic laws and customs, not within Galloway, but in the Western Isles. 68
In any event, it is certain that elaborate structures of customs like those
that we have been examining could not have been abolished at a stroke
by mere acts of parliament; it is a striking testimony of the efficacy of
such attempts that the law of Clan Macduff was still in operation in
1548.69
The disappearance of the laws of Galloway is much more likely to have
been a long and slow process brought about by shifting concepts of law
and morality, and by changes in the power structure within Galloway, in
particular the gradual replacement of native lords working within the
traditional system by those who recognised different rules and values. The
two most important influences in this process were probably the monarchy
and the Church. Galloway was first brought firmly under direct Scottish
authority in the twelfth century, and from then on came into increasing
contact with the institutions and rules of the developing common law of
Scotland. The settlement of outsiders who employed norms of tenure and
jurisdiction which cut across the kin-based system in Galloway, and who
saw that system as 'strange and tortious' began to restrict its scope.
Kenkynnol and surdit de sergaunt survived where there was continuity of
native settlement and also, we may suspect, because of its value to the crown
in maintaining elementary order in what was a difficult area. But by 1455
when the Douglas lordship of Galloway fell to the crown by virtue of
forfeiture, its legal administration could be incorporated into the general
system with barely a hiccup, while in 1490 the custom of calps as used
by heads of kin in Galloway and Carrick could be abolished because it
was inconsistent with the common law. The history of the laws of Galloway
was at an end.
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